Aerospace Products For Down to Earth Comfort®

Complete Headset Upgrade Kit Components

The World’s Greatest Headset Is the One You Already Own!® -- With an Oregon Aero Upgrade Kit.

A: Hushkit® Passive Noise Attenuation
Enjoy greater clarity and intelligibility. The HushKit component fills the voids of the ear
cup assembly with layers of visco-elastic foam. The speaker becomes detached from the
housing and encased between layers of foam. This prevents environmental noise, picked
up by the headset, from being mechanically transferred through the speaker and adding
to the background noise. In an noisy aircraft you can actually turn down the radio’s volume
and still be able to understand what is being said.
B: SoftSeal® Ear Cushions
Oregon Aero Ear Cushions are designed to fit over your ears instead of crushing them.
Pressure- and temperature-sensitive visco-elastic form cores conform to the shape of your
head and form a tight seal — even if you are wearing glasses or earrings.
C: SoftTop® Headset Cushion
The SoftTop replaces your existing headband cushion. This plush, genuine sheepskin
cushion eliminates pressure points by distributing pressure evenly. Soft and comfortable
padding is also self-wicking and keeps perspiration at bay, allowing your head to remain
cooler — or warmer.
D: SoftSkin® EarSeal Covers
Keep your ears cooler and dryer and extend the life of your SoftSeal Ear Cushions by
covering them with SoftSkin Ear Seal Covers. Self-wicking fabric reduces perspiration
buildup which make these covers especially beneficial in hot and humid conditions.
E: MicMuff® Microphone Cover
The MicMuff Microphone Cover enables a noise-canceling microphone to do its job at
noise levels above 97dB. This two-part cover works with your existing microphone to
eliminate ambient cockpit noise and improve vocal clarity.
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